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DUCK WEATHER—Photo Editor Mike Puckett caught this 
soggy student making her way to classes early Wednesday 
morning as UPS experienced one of its first tastes of 
Washington weather. 
Admissions 
Tour guide program underway 
An opportunity to sharpen per-
sonal communication skills, to meet 
interesting people, and to be of great 
service to the University is being of-
fered through the Office of Ad-
missions Tour Guide Program. Tour 
guides are members of the ad-
missions staff and as agents of the 
University, are crucial in the process 
of acquainting prospective students 
with UPS. It is important that a tour 
guide be responsible to his or her 
commitmenta to the job and respon-
sive to the needs of the people who 
use their services in deciding which 
college to attend. 
Primary qualifications include a 
reasonable knowledge opr various 
facets of the University, an en-
thusiasm for what UPS has to offer, 
and an ability to deal with people on 
an impromptu basis. Within the next 
few weeks, the Office of Admissions 
will select a limited number of 
students who are willing to accept 
this challenge. Interviews will be part 
of the selection process. Standing as 
a sophomore or above will be accep-
ted. 
Meetings slated 
Two open meetings in Tacoma- -
one on juveniles and the law and one 
on pornography--will be held in Oc-
tober as part of a series of ten 
Western Washington public con-
ferences on law enforcement issues 
sponsored by the American Civil 
Liberties Union and a variety of 
community organizations and law 
enforcement agencies. The sessions, 
which are free to the public. will be 
an opportunity for the community, 
law enforcement officials, and 
scholars to air their views on two im-
portant community issues. 
The two evening meetings will be 
held at Mcl tire Hall on the University 
of Puget Sound Campus at 7:30 p.m. 
on October 12th and 13th. 
The meetings will offer Tacoma 
residents an opportunity to discuss 
important public policy issues with 
local experts. For more information 
call Kathleen Taylor 1-264-7423. 
If you are interested in applying 
for the position of tour guide, please 
obtain an application from the Of-
fice of Admissions and arrange for an 
interview appointment. 
The following are some important 
dates to remember for the program: 
Sept. 30 A preliminary meeting will 
be held in the SUB student lounge at 
3:00 p.m. for all intersted in being 
tour guide. 
Oct. 7 Deadline for all applications 
and interview appointment. 
Oct. 10 Interviews begin. 
Oct. 12 Final selections made. 
Oct. 14 First orientation meeting. 
Please contact Nanacy Peregrine at 
x3211, Office of Admissions, if you 
need further information. 
News in brief 
by Elsa Brueggeman 
PRESIDENT CARTER 	 tentatively opened the door today to Con- 
cordr SST landings in cities across the United States, subject to local ap-
proval and safety requirements. But he gave SST opponents until next year to 
try to sway his decision. Concorde service to more U.S. cities, including Seat-
tle, Los Angeles and San Francisco, must await final ruling in 1978, after a 
series of public hearings. The Seattle Port Director says a landing of the Con-
corde at the Seattle-Tacoma Airport would violate noise standards set by the 
airport's operators and the King County Council more than a year ago. 
VIENNA-
-Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal says that former Nazi Concen-
tration camp doctor Joseph Mengele has been living in Paraguay since 1959 as 
a naturalized citizen, despite denials from the Paraguayan Government. 
Wiesenthal says that Mengele, the doctor at Auschwitz, was aided by 
"Odessa" the organization which helps former high-ranking Nazis.Time 
magazine, citing its own sources, says Mengele is helping Paraguayan police in 
the remote Chago region where Indians are being hunted down or reduced to 
slave labor through techniques reminiscent of the WWII work camps. 
THE PRESIDENTwiII make an eleven day tour through Nigeria, Poland, 
Venezuela, Iran, Brazil, India, France and Belgium, beginning in late Novem-
ber. Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski says the trip is designed "to promote 
the sort of world we all want to live in." 
WASHINGTON — —The House has passed a bill that would extend the man-
datory retirement age from 65-70. The bill would change a standing law and 
ban age discrimination against employees aged 40 to 70. The bill would 
change a standing law and ban age discrimination against employees aged 40 
to 70. About 22 million Americans are 65 or older and around 30 percent of 
them are still working. The bill eliminates the mandatory retirement age of 70 
for federal employees, leaving them with no upper age limit. 
SISTER JANICFANN MCLAUGHLIN:after three weeks in a Rhodesian jail, has 
admitted that she did help the black guerilla cause, but only indirectly. She 
wrote reports that were critical of the treatment of black Rhodesians in jail 
and she had evidence of beatings and torture but she did not provide any 
direct help. 
THE AMERICAN LAWYER for South Korean businessman Tongsung Park has 
returned from Seoul after several days of talks with his client. Attorney 
William Hundley says Park appears willing to talk with Justice Department 
prosecutors in a neutral country about his role in alleged attempts to bribe 
members of Congress. 
THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE has released a tally it has been 
keeping of the President's campaign promises. The study shows that of 674 
promises, 121 have been kept and 77 have been broken. The rest have either 
not been kept, not acted upon or, in the GOP's terms, are impossible to keep. 
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Homecoming gets a facelift 
Homecoming is going to be "different this year," according to John Oppenheimer, head of the special events committee. The major 
event is the Homecoming Cruise planned for October 22. 
The cruise wil be on the M.V. Yakima, the largest ferry in the fleet of the Washington State Ferries. There is an 800 person capacity 
and spaces will be sold on a first come, first served basis. Tickets will be available beginning October 3 at the information booth in the 
SUB. 
The cruise, which will leave October 22 at 9:15 p.m. from pier 52 in Seattle, will feature two bands-one mellow and one for boogying. 
15 free buses will leave Thompson Hall parking lot promptly at 8:15. Space on the buses is by reservation only. The ferry will return to 
Seattle at 1:15 a.m. 
The ferry or "floating SUB" as Oppenheimer calls it, will serve sandwiches, snacks and othr refreshments for a fee (including beer for 
those aged 21 and over.). 
Some other changes for this year's homecoming will be the abscence of a king and queen, due to lack of interest. Also, there will be 
no parade. The idea is to do a smal; amount of big things instead of a lot of little things, says Oppenheimer. 
"This is an opportunity for everyone (Greeks, Independants, and faculty) to get together, to bridge the gap," explained Oppenheimer. 
"We want to make a Homecoming a tradition." 
Public service 
Make it pay 
Students who will be juniors next fall and are interested 
in a career in public service (e.g., government, politics) are 
now eligible for national scholarhsips worth up to $5,000 
each year. This year, fifty-three Harry S. Truman Scholar-
ships will be awarded to full-time students pursuing un-
dergraduate degrees at accredited institutions of higher 
learning. 
To be eligible for a Truman Scholarship, a student 
must be: 
1_ a full-time student pursuing a bachelor's degree at 
an accredited institution; 
have junior standing as of Fall 1978; 
be in the top 25% of his or her class (UPSGPA of 
3.3 or better); 
be a U.S. citizen; 
have an undergraduate major which would permit a 
career in public service (history, political science, public 
administration, economics, finance, international 
relations, etc.) 
Winners of the Truman Scholarships will receive an 
award covering tuition and fees, books, room and board 
up to $5,000 annually, for up to four years. 
One Truman scholar will be chosen for each state from 
the nominees of colleges and univc.sities (each institution 
may nominate one student). 
Students interested in this new and interesting scholar-
ships program are encouraged to cntact Dr. Michael 
Veseth of the Department of Economics (x-3138) by Oc-
tober 14, at the latest. 
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KUPS in action once more 
by Lisena Quintiliani 
Downstairs in the Student Union Building in room one is UPS's very own FM 
radio station: KUPS You'll find it on your dial at 90.1 but not until noon, 
Saturday, October 2. 
KUPS is relatively new to UPS, it was only on the air the last few months of 
last year, but the idea has been around for a long time There used to be carrier 
currents running through the dorms bringing the students sounds from the 
SUB. Unfortunately, if there happened to be a hairdryer on, one heard more 
static than music. 
Robert Reppas and Malcolm Turner got the idea of "going FM" in 1974 and 
had a long, running battle with the senate and administration trying to get 
them to put up the money. The loan was finally secured and the FCC approved 
them The station was to be built and on the air by November 1976 but delays 
in equipment postponed it until spring 
lim Denno, KUPS General Manager, will be making a few changes in the 
format this year Last year the station was on the air from 12 to 12 every day. 
This year it will be on weekdays 7AM to midnight. Saturday 12 to 2AM, and 
Sunday 12 to 12. "I'm sure a lot of people like to wake up to the radio," ex-
plains Denno. He's also planning to expand the news; cover Tacoma and UPS 
.Plated events and gather news from Seattle He's hoping to do some 
promotional work with KUPS T-shirts and hats and have contests. 
" lust a general growth pattern is wnat Denno looks forward to 
KUPS is still having its problems with the bureaucracy, though, especially 
with the warrantied equipment and the company that sold it to them "We've 
been having real trouble with these folks They're just the kind of people who 
will put us off because they have all those big proffessional radio stations that 
they deal with and we're just a minor station and not professional. I'm on the 
phone to them every day practically," says Denno The phone company too is 
causing KUPS trouble There are remote lines connected to the field house and 
Baker Stadium to broadcast games, but they aren't hooked up yet and Denno 
is trying to do something about it. 
There is much involved in putting a show on the air. Denno is involved with 
people outside of the station and keeping everything running smoothly 
Program logs are made by the program director and he makes sure the DI 
has it in front of him and that he is aware of what to do and when The produc 
tion manager makes "carts", the pretaped spots such as station identification 
Samples of the music format are sent out to record companies by the Music 
Director In return, the companies send KUPS promotional copies of new 
albums "But," says Denno, "We need fresh ideas, it's hard for four guys sitting 
in here to have fresh ideas." Denno welcomes student input 
Right now there are about 25 DI's. "What we're doing now is just teaching 
people how to use the board and it's pretty traumatic for a lot of people.  I was 
showing this guy how to do it yesterday and his hands were just shaking like a 
leaf. It's pretty hard to cue up a record with your hands shaking." There are 38 
shifts in a week and KUPS needs more DI's Interested students may sign up at 
the station. 
Tv Morris will be back with Sports World, there will be 
 a classical music 
show weekly, and last year's "TurnerReppas report" will be back with  a new 
title and voice Denno explains, "It's sort of pulling out stories that don't get 
covered, weird little things, and we'd like to bring in  a lot more controversial 
issues. Last year, most of it was spoof and it's nice to have  a light news show. 
but I think there should be some hot issues thrown in, and you can have  fun 
with that kind of stuff too  " 
The request line will be x3276 this year. 
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From TRAIL Editor to Administrator 
Smith makes the move 
By Laurie Sardinia 
Nominations 
open 
"I know there are a lot of thingsl want to say because people...you know I 
came here and I was a fiery editor and people when I come back here now take 
a look at me and say "well, have you sold out to the administration?" and what 
I hope you can get across to your readers in some fashion is that I have not 
sold out to the administration. I feel in some sense that the administration has 
sold out to me' began Alan Smith, assistant to Jim Clifford, in a recent inter-
view 
Smith, a 1976 graduate of UPS, is presently working toward his PhD in 
Classics trom the University of Chicago, and is taking undergraduate courses 
at UPS toward that goal. He came to work here last July (for financial reasons) 
with the option of working for either President Phibbs or Dr. Clifford. His 
reasons for working for Clifford: "a lot of people don't 
trust Jim Clifford, they think he's sort of the campus ogre, and I can see wiiere 
he got that image, but I don't think it's a justified image. When I was the 
editor (of the TRAIL) and the two years before I was editor, one of the things I 
really wanted to find out for example was what percentage of the scholarship 
money was going for athletes and we busted ass to get that information from 
the vice president then. We never did get it We got doors slammed in our 
faces. We got no information. Jim Clifford comes into office and in a few 
months that information is released. That's one of the reasons I went to work 
for Jim Clifford 
Smith also feels that complements Clifford in that they are extremely dif-
ferent. He sees himself as an extension of Clifford, responsible for filling in 
gaps that may exist and trying to get things done that are otherwise left un-
done. He adds that his job includes anything from ordering donuts to resear-
ching and coming up with a report on budgeting procedures. Another job is to 
act as a public relations person for the vice president, a task that Smith finds 
easy because he "believes in Jim Clifford." 
As far as the University itself is concerned, Smith would like to see the 
University move more in the direction of long term research, in the areas of 
admissions, institutions, and budget planning. 
"I'd like to see us adopt a different king of budget, and obviously in my 
position I can't do anything about that I'm not financial vice president or 
academic dean, or whatever. What I can do is bring up ideas which have not 
occurred to people in a lot of cases. Jim brings up ideas and I get behind him 
and then we go to these different people...eventually they become part of the 
University's thinking and nobody remembers where they came from. Which is 
fine, as long as things get changed. 
"Tuition is going to have to stabilize. If you price yourself out of the 
market, you're not going to get students to come here," Smith added. As one 
of his concerns, he would like to see• research that is program-oriented, 
measure cost effectiveness of programs and try to make the most out of the 
University's resources. 
Students, Smith feels, do not show enough concern or curiosity to what is 
going on around them. He find them academically more prepared, but less 
prepared in politics and with a lack of concern or involvement in University 
governance, or their relationship to the job market. 
"University governancy used to be largely in the hands of faculty and 
students here. There was a thing called the University council which was a 
democratic body on which faculty, administration, and students were equally 
represented and it was a policy making body and that sort of governancy has 
gradually become a thing of the past," said Smith. The problem, he believes, is 
that the students don't show the interest or the competency to continue ac-
tively on faculty committees...Administration support for the involvement of 
NEW FACE, NEW INFLUENCE-as assistant to the Vice President, Alan Smith 
adds a new, younger perspective to Jim Cliffords office. 
students would be apparent if students showed the desire and : ability, to con-
tribute. He also believes that it is the duty of the administration to be 
available to students. 
The school has improved since he was here, Smith believes. The faculty and 
curriculum have improved, and he believes that higher education is a definite 
advantage. "Doors have opened up for me that otherwise wouldn't have. 
You can do just about anything you want if you can write and reason, he ex-
plained. 
During the interview Smith returned to student involvement He would 
like to see more cooperation between students, faculty and the ad-
ministration. Students can have more power, if student government becomes 
more aware of what the problems are, who is important in those areas and 
who only appears to be. 
"There are a lot of good students, I don't know what they're doing home 
studying. I hate to talk about the good old days, but damn it, they were The 
University is taking a risk in hiring me I'm the same Alan Smith, I think the 
way I used to and I'm just as likely to use my position now as I was then to do 
what I believe is right." 
This year ASUPS has once again 
organized two committees in which 
the students themselves can become 
directly involved: the Elections Board 
and the Board of Student Com-
munications (BSC). Now these fancy 
titles might mean little or nothing to 
the average reader, but the commit-
tees are of great importance to the 
University. 
The Elections Board has been set 
up in past years to oversee all 
nominations and voting procedures 
for the elections held semi-annually 
in October and March. Comprised of 
Chairman Jeff Koontz, the Executive 
Vice-President, and four students 
who have been recently approved by 
the Senate, the Elections Beard files 
the names of each of the cauoidates 
and organizes the entire voting 
system 
Last year they established doting 
polls in each of the dorms ind in 
public locations throughout campus, 
thus increasing and ensuring a 
. greater percentage of voters. Their 
revised systems were well received 
last year and are again being in-
cluded in it's procedures. 
The BSC consists of a wide variety 
of appointees from the Board of 
Trustees, Administrative posts, 
faculty members, the two ASUPS 
Vice-Presidents Koontz and Scott 
Jackson, all editors and general 
managers of the student com-
munications services and eight 
students approved of by the 
Executive staff and Senate. This 
assemblage supervises all media ser-
vices, policies, ; salaries budgets and 
attempts to maintain a superior code 
of ethics. 
Both the Elections Board and the 
BSC involve student input and ideas 
and help to bring the administration 
closer to the actual events happening 
here on campus. Through the par-
ticipation of students and ad-
ministration, these two associations 
can, and are, making a difference. 
ASUPS forms 
New Student 
committees 
Nominations for fall student elec-
tions began Monday, September 26. 
There are seven positions open on the 
Senate. Students are encouraged to 
sign-up 
This year the Senate is considering 
the questions of UPS governance, 
student decision making and input, 
and services which offer experience 
to students. Aside from governance, 
ASUPS is involved in the allocation 
of funds for student activities, 
something in which most students 
have an interest. 
Curious, dedicated and hard 
working individuals are needed to 
represent the student body 
Nominations close on Sept. .30 
Primary elections are on October 
1.3 and 14 
Final elections are on October 19 
and 20 
Sign-ups and information may be 
obtained in the ASB office, room 205, 
SUB, ext. 3273 from 830 to 4:30. 
From the law school 
by Brian Jaybush 
he student Bar Association has taken the next step in think, are/completely pleased with the present format -1 
organization, and has divided up its legislative represen- know faculty isn't totally pleased with it." 
tative-in effect, the law school's student congress-into 	 The first of the non-parallel committees is the Speakers 
legislative committees. There are six committees; of Committee, whose chairman will be Peder Arneson. 
these, three-(-Academic Programs and Curriculum, Ad- Stevens says the committee this year "looks to have a bit 
missions and Academic Standing and Faculty)-parallel the of a larger budget, to bring in more speakers, both from 
committees composed of faculty which make the final the Puget Sound area, and of national prominence. 
decisions in their areas and work with the faculty commit- (Chairman Arneson) served last year, and is well aware of 
tees to give student input in the important' areas of some of the conflicts that can arise, and will be working 
programs offered at the law school, standards for ad- with all the other organizations to make sure there are no 
mission, and persons added to the faculty. 	 conflicts; and, too, to help the organizations in their 
The first of the parallel committees is Admissions. programs for bringing in speakers, like with matching 
 
Student Bar Association (SBA) Vice President Alec funds." 
Stevens talked recently about the committees and their 	 The second of the student interests committees is 
goals, and noted, first that the Admissions committee Budgets and Elections. "They're responsible for looking at 
"presently is working on the 'de novo' policy and the the budget requests of all the student organizations," 
probation policy." 'De novo' is a term borrowed from the Stevens says, "as well as putting together strict budget 
Latin (as are so many legal terms) which means, roughly, guidelines for the SBA itself. They also supply represen-
'as new' or 'new start'. If a student flunks out of the law tatives to the Dean's Budget Goals and Policy Commit-
school, and can demonstrate there were mitigating cir- tee, that set the budget for the entire school And, of 
cumstances for that failure—like pressing personal course, student elections in the Spring " Chairperson of 
problems of health problems which didn't allow full at- this committee is Zee Fontes. 
tention to studies—the student can be re-admitted de novo Student Affairs Committee, under the chairmanship of 
and try the entire year of law school again. The Admissions Marty Brown, "is probably one of the hardest working 
committee is working with its faculty counterpart to draft committees," Stevens admitted. "I'd almost call it a sort 
firm guidelines for readmission of these de novo students. of un-sung heros committee, because they provide most 
of the student services. They are responsible for the used Up to now, de novo readmission has been basically a 
decision made by the law school's dean on an ad-hoc, book sale (at the start of each semester), for rental of caps 
case-by-case basis. Chairman of the Admissions commit- and gowns, and nay of the social events sponsored by the 
tee is Jeff Dundon. 	 SBA (like last Saturday's SBA picnic at Salt Water State 
The second parallel committee, Academic Programs, is Park.) They'll probably also be organizing a blood drive. 
concerned with such things as specialty programs, with We had one last year, and it's the hope of some of the 
which classes will be offered in a given year it is currently people on the executive committee that there'll be two 
working on the direction the law school's evening this year." 
program will take. Tim Sullivan has the Academic These are the goals of the individual committees, but 
Programs committee chair. 	 what about the SBA in general? Stevens was pretty firm on 
The final parallel committee is the Faculty Committee, that; "More services, and delivering those services a lot 
chaired by Lloyd. Alton. "The major interest of the better to students, direct services to students, like im-
chairman," says Stevens, "is a new faculty evaluation proving the used book sale, more caps and gowns 
system, and making students aware that this is not a available for rental. Things like that. Do whatever we can 
device for making unseemly comments about professors. to become a more unified student body. If SBA can help 
This is a device that's serious, and comments like that in that way, help all the other organizations in that way, I 
carry no weight whatsoever. Anyway, students, I don't think that's out top goal " 
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n Bigfoot leaves his mark 
This semester the UPS Counseling and Human Development Center is agdii. 
offering a variety of group experiences for students, staff, and faculty. The 
purpose of the groups is to enable participants to focus their attention on par-
ticular areas in which they wish to gain new skills or new personal insights. 
Most of the groups usually have six to twelve members; and meet weekly for 
oneand a half hours. Group members find the sessions give them an oppor-
tunity to meet regularly with other people who share similar interests. The em-
phasis of the groups is on growth and personal development. 
When people are going to class or working, their attention is usually oc-
cupied by studying or getting their jobs done. Little time or energy is left to 
focus on themselves and their own growth. The Counseling Center groups 
provide a regular time for members to get out of their routines and experience 
some meaningful "self time." 
The groups being offered this semester include: 
_an Assertiveness Training workshop in which members will learn 
how to actively shape their daily living experiences instead of feeling that 
their fate is always being determined by outside influences; 
A Weight Management class in which members learn how to control 
their weight and take charge" of their eating habits; 
A Student Leadership Training workshop in which participants will spend a 
Saturday learning about leadership and communications skills; 
A Human Growth . 1 Group that will focus on helping people get better 
acquainted with themselves and answer the question "Who am I?" 
An Anxiety Management group designed to help participants become more 
relaxed and less anxious when under stress; 
A Lives in Transition group for people who are making major changes in their 
life styles, and want to positively shape the direction of those changes; 
A Male/Female awareness group in which participants can rap about the 
changes that are occuring with respect to male and female roles in our 
society; 
An Elimination of Self-Defeating Behaviors group for individuals to work on 
reducing behaviors which keep them from doing many things they want; and 
A Values Clarification workshop to assist members in identifying what is im- 
portant to them; then using that knowledge to make more informed choices 
about what they want in life. 
Specific starting dates have been set for some groups. However, most grups 
will begin when a sufficient number of people have signed-up. If you have any 
further questions or are interested in joining a group, contact the Counseling 
and Human Development Center, Sub 201, Ext 3372. 
Guidance Center 
offers experiences 
Russian Winterim 
I his January, during Vs," interim,a group of UPS students 
wil visit the Soviet Union. 
The course"Soviet SOciety:The Coming Generation"will 
be lead by Dr. Stephen Kerr and his wife Donna, from the 
University of Washington Faculty and Dr. Ted Taranovski. 
The trip will focus on the upbringing of the Soviet youth 
and what lies in their future. 
The four and a half week tour and all places and events 
the group is tentatively scheduled to attend has been ap-
proved by authorities in the Soviet Union. 
The group will leave Seattle January 1 and fly to Paris, 
France for a two day orientation by the Council for Inter-
national Educational Exchange (CIEE). The group that 
made the arrangements with the Soviet travel authorities 
for the UPS tour. From there they will travel to the cities 
of Moscow, Kiev and Leningrad. They will spend thirteen 
days in Moscow visiting such places as the Kremlin, 
Tretiakovy Gallery, the Moscow State University, 
Museums and libraries. Five days will be spent in Kiev and 
nine days in Leningrad. Evenings will be spent attending 
theater, opera, and Ballet performances as well as sports 
and circus events. In each of the cities the group is 
scheduled to attend meetings with youth organizations. 
The return flight will land February 2,1978. 
For preparation for the tour the students will be 
requested to read several books on the Soviet Union, such 
as U. Bronfenbrenner's Two Worlds of Childhood; USA 
and USSR. 
All students must have a U.S. passport. 
Deadline for applications is October 1. Due to CIEE 
regulations only 20 students are allowed to participate in 
the tour. Students will be selected on the basis of 
academic interest in the Soviet Union, faculty recom-
mendations, GPA, and tolerance and flexibility in dealing 
with people from different cultures under different cir-
cumstances. Those students selected will be notified Oc-
tober 7. 
The trip will cost $1850, unless all slots are filled in 
which case the cost per student will be approximately 
$1660. A nonrefundable deposit of $700 must be made by 
October 13 and a refund will be made only if a 
replacement can be found for a vacated spot. The balan-
ce of the payment must be made by November 11. The 
grading is mandatory pass/fail. 
Interested students should immediately contact Kerror 
Taranovsk i.  
There just might be enough proof to sway even the 
biggest skeptic of the existence of the legendary Sasquat-
ch. 
A Seattle based Bigfoot hunter, Jon Beckjord, director 
of Project Grendel, an organization of non-gun carrying 
Sasquatch hunters, claims a blood sample and a collec-
tion of primate hair found in three different states are the 
strongest physical evidence of the existence of the legen-
dary creature yet publicized. 
The information has been made public in an effort to 
attract what Beckjord calls "closet Bigfoot observers," 
those who have seen the creature but who are reluctant to 
discuss it for fear of being ridiculed 
Hair samples found after reported sightings of the 
Sasquatch in Washington, California and Maryland have 
been analysed by Tom D. Moore, forensic hair expert at 
the Wyoming Fish and Game Laboratory. Moore assured 
reporters that the hair could not be identified as coming 
. 	 . 	 . 	 .  
from any animal in the Wyoming mammal collection or 
from the Washington black bear. He also said the hairs 
exhibited characteristics common to primates but that 
they did not come from gorilla, chimpanzee, orangutan, 
gibbon, siamang or languar monkey. 
Blood samples found with the hair on the Lummi Indian 
Reservation near Bellingham, Washington was tested at 
the University of California. Dr. Vincent Sarieh, who 
made the studies reported that he was 99 percent sure the 
blood was of primate origin. 
Beckjord admits that these findings do not prove the 
existence of the animal but said that they did represent a 
milestone for research of this nature. 
He said that the odds against such a series of occuran-
ces happening by chance were very high and that in-
dications supporting the contention that a breeding 
population of Bigfoot does exist in the remoter areas of 
the US. 
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Taslitt: his 
personal relationship 
with his music 
A Public Service of this newspaper & The Advertising Council fa 
Today is the first day 
of the rest of your life. 
Give blood, 
so it can be the first day 
of somebody else's, too. 
 
Red Cross. The Good Neighbor. 
Assoc late professor Marc Taslitt 
has a lot of ideas. Taslitt, who 
replaces David Kaiserman as head 
of piano in the music department has 
taken on the job of revising the 
curiculum for courses to be taken by 
piano majors. 
Included in the revision is a course 
Taslitt terms "piano pedagogy". The 
course will "teach people how to 
teach"from simple principles to 
theory. The class, Taslitt hopes will 
instruct the major in teaching the 
basics; tone, "good pedalling" and 
pure exercise. Taslitt intends to 
dispose of the concept that anyone 
who has studied piano "can hang out 
a shingle and say 'I teach piano'. It 
just ain't so." 
In a two semester sequence, Taslitt 
intends to continue the program for 
piano majors with a class in keyboard 
literature. The professional style 
course would cover the study of 
keyboard music prior to the invention 
of the piano and would involve 
literature, styles, composers and per-
formance practices. 
Taslitt is also concerned with the 
accompanyment program in the 
school. He plans to put more em-
phasis on that program than in 
previous years because "instrumen-
talists and singers deserve to have 
pieces prepared in a way musically 
fulfilling." "What's the point of 
playing music if it is not artistically as 
well as educationally satisfying?" 
Taslitt contends. Although he spends 
nearly twenty hours a week in studio 
lessons, Taslitt maintains that he is 
still a 
 performer, or at least as "much 
a performer as a teacher." 
Taslitt plans to perform "at least 
ten times" here during the coming 
year. His first will be a solo perfor-
mance on October 14 during which 
he will play some of "my old friends 
He sees his relationship with music 
as "personally sensate" ir. that one 
can tell by his performance that he 
feels what he is playing is "musically 
delicious." 
Taslitt looks at his role here at UPS 
as that of the "resident artist." "The 
person who lives here, and just hap-
pens to also be a performing artist.0 
"I am a people person" remarks 
Taslitt, "I have spent many hours 
,done in front of a piano and 
 I enjoy 
the times I can get to know people." 
He plans to conduct non-music 
seminars prior to performances this 
year in order to give people who are 
interested but not knowledgable  
about music a chance to sharpen 
their perception and further enjoy 
the performance. "Why go to the 
football game if you don't know the 
rules?" Taslitt says. 
He intends to bring music to 
people scared away by the high 
professionalism of the field. "Have 
fingers will travel" claims Taslitt who 
plans to "go to the people and share 
my ability." 
Taslitt comes to UPS from COE 
College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where 
he had just been granted tenure. But 
there "wasn't much action as a per-
former in Cedar Rapids" he claims "I 
needed a place with more perfor-
mances and more students." "There 
are a lot of good pianists" Taslitt 
remarked, and added that he felt 
"damn lucky" to have gotten the post 
here. "UPS was a late appointment" 
said Taslitt, as far as interviewing is 
concerned he did not recieve his until 
August 3, long after most positions 
are filled. 
Taslitt was raised in what he 
described as a "literate and cultured" 
family. He began piano lessons at the 
age of six and music theory practices 
at eight. He enjoyed a "many direc-
ted" childhood and became the star 
pitcher for his little league team as 
well. After several years of baseball, 
though, he was faced with a decision 
between professional sports and per-
forming. "Mom picked music over 
baseball", Taslitt says with a grin. 
Taslitt studied with Arthur Loesser 
from age ten through age 19 when he 
received his bachelors degree at the 
Cleveland Institute of Music. He 
skipped two years of college "'cause 
I was smart" and studied for a 
masters of music at Indiana Univer-
sity where he also earned two thirds 
of a doctorate degree. He left school 
"to get out and perform" and even-
tually was recommended by a 
professor at Indiana for a Ford Foun-
dation Grant to the state of Kansas as 
a professor in residence in Wichita. 
During the two years spent in 
Wichita, Taslitt performed for 
everyone from "kindergarten to 
Kiwanis," gave lectures, judged con-
tests and even wrote some reviews. 
Following his term in Kansas, he took 
the post at Cedar Rapids and then 
came here to create a more Oactive 
and challenging music environment" 
for himself. 
Taslitt and his wife Emilie (who 
was a one time student of his) now 
make the Tacoma area their home 
with their beagles Peanutte and Rudy 
Tacoma 	 area 	 businessmen 
generally expect the employment 
outlook to show improvement during 
the final months of 1977, according 
to a quarterly survey of Tacoma 
businessmen released Tuesday by 
Manpower, the world's largest tem-
porary help service. 
"Gerald Skeen, manager of Man-
power's Tacoma office said "Man-
power's survey of hiring intentions 
for the next three months (October, 
November, December) shows that 
many employers are contem-
pleting moderate to substantial in-
creases in the number of persons on 
their payroll. Overall, 37% of the fir- 
s surveyed have hiring plans for the 
t,..al quarter of this year, up from 
about a third who had similar inten-
tions in a similar Manpower survey 
taken in June," Skeen said." 
And overall, 46% are anticipating 
no change in their employment levels 
for the quarter while 10% are con-
sidering 'reductions in their em-
ployment levels. 
Skeen noted that the survey also 
revealed a breath in the optimistic 
employment outlook, with some fir-
ms in eight out of the nine categories 
covered by the survey projecting 
hirings for the coming months. 
The most optimism was found 
among retail and wholesale 
chants where 50% reported hiring 
plans, and among educational in-
stitutions. 
The findings of the Manpower sur-
vey on a national basis indicate the 
U.S hiring outlook is optimistic for 
the final three months of 1977 with 
no slowdown anticipated. The sur-
vey results indicate businessmen ex-
pect hiring activity to continue at a 
healthy pace during the final quarter 
of the year (October, November, and 
December). 
One third (33 percent) of the em-
ployers surveyed anticipate ad-
ditional hiring which is equal to the 
hiring projections reported in a 
similar Manpower survey taken last 
lune and above the hiring an-
ticipations of a Manpower survey 
taken one year ago when 30 percent 
of the survey sample projected in-
creases. 
Some weakness does appear this 
quarter with nine percent of the em-
ployers projecting cutbacks in hiring 
between now and the close of 1977. 
This is higher than the six percent  
predicted in last quarter's Manpower 
survey but equal to expectations 
reported by Manpower for the foorth 
quarter of 1976. For the rest of the 
year 55 percent of those surveyed an-
ticipate no change in their em-
ployment levels. 
As expected in anticipation of the 
upcoming holiday season, the 
strongest hiring projection came in 
the Wholesale and Retail Trade sec-
tor where 41 percent of the respon-
dents indicated they would increase 
hiring levels. This is up from a 
projected 30 percent increase in 
hiring levels. This is up from a 
projected 30 percent increase in 
hiring projected for the Wholesale-
Retail sector accounts for 22 percent 
of the country's non-
agricultural employment. 
The West, although down from last 
quarter's Manpower survey, is 
significantly higher in hiring expec- 
In the past, laxity with the faculty 
on overdue books has won the library 
staff a fair bit of criticism. In the 
--• the nrnhlem can without 
doubt, be considered settled. Settled, 
though its actual existence remains a 
mystery. 
To talk to various people who are 
"in the know" about the faculty 
overdue book problem is to come 
upon some very interesting yet con-
fusing results. 
When one asks Mr. Bischel (head 
of Circulation and student hiring for 
the library) one gets the impression 
that, though there may have been 
some minor incidents, the faculty 
was never a part of any problem con-
cerning overdue books. He points out 
that they're greater users of the 
library than the students and, as far 
as overdue books go, are no greater 
problems In fact, he sees the faculty 
as, "generally better returners than 
students." 
UPS Librarian, Desmond Taylor, 
likewise finds no major problem in 
the past. He states, "we've always 
encouraged faculty to return books 
when they're done with them." He 
points out that the library has 
always called in books from  
tations (32 percent) than one year 
ago. The Northeast continues to lag 
national figures with 29 percent of 
those interviewed forecasting an in-
creased hiring pace. Behind the 
South in the hiring outlook is the 
Midwest where 31 percent of those 
surveyed expect an increased pace. 
T he hiring pace remains strong for 
Durable Goods Manufacturers with 
34 percent, expecting to increase 
their employment levels during the 
next three months. 
Similar to the dip it registered one 
year ago, 29 percent of the Non-
durable Goods Manufacturers inter-
viewed say they will hire more 
workers with nine percent calling for 
staff reductions. 
Three different industry sectors 
dipped noticeably in the survey- -
Public Administration, Services and 
Construction. 
taculty." 
Rosey those these reports may be, 
other sources note the past as not 
quite so idyllic. 
	 Although the 
problem 	 never a large OfOt.) n 231, 
nevertheless, existed. 
Prior to this last summer, faculty 
overdue borrowers were never sent 
overdue slips. Through a process of 
faculty members either loaning 
library books out to students, who 
never returned them, or failing to 
return them themselves, several 
books failed to return to the library 
The faculty simply was not watched 
carefully enough and books 
vanished 
Finally deciding that something 
had to be done, the library staff, over 
the summer, installed a new overdue 
system. Unable last year, due to other 
priorities, to grapple with the 
problem, the new system ensures a 
more watchful eye on the circulation 
of overdue books Faculty members, 
as students, will now know the joy of 
receiving an overdue slip. 
As for how much of a problem ever 
did exist, mystery still pervails. And 
so be it, why not allow the library a 
bit of enigma as long, that is, as 
the enigma stays in the past 
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Job improvement predicted 
Faculty gets student treatment 
by Kendall Zellmar 
Mike Puckett/Full Bore 
"Oh the Painof it All./" 
Oh boy, did this weekend hurt! I took some 
Tums, a half gallon of Pepto Bismal, a few 
cubes of Ex-Lax, the whole works, but none did 
the trick. They just couldn't fight off the pain 
that was inflicted upon me by this past Satur-
day and Sunday's football scores. 
Four of my teams dropped this weekend 
and the fifth was burried! I lost five dollars in 
the pool at work, didn't have a chance in the 
pigskin picks at the TRIBUNE and dashed all 
my hopes of becoming a prominent football 
forecaster just like Chuck Boeland. 
Mom, I need help! 
I really can't tell you what happened. Things 
were going just jim dandy Saturday morning. 1 
got up (a major achievement any morning for 
me) had food for breakfast and even made it to 
work on time. Lord, how it quickly faded. Hit- 
4— •  rne rad io .switch, I began to get the first in 
a series of dismal reports, none in my favor. 
The first score to spoil my afternoon was the 
Oklahoma vs. Ohio State game as the Sooners 
won 29-28. The Buckeyes lost it by a foot, 
specifically, the right foot of the Oklahoma's 
place kicker. 
Washington State came next, again the loss 
was by a foot, this time their own as the 
Cougars dropped a 14-12 decision to Kansas 
when the Cougars' place kicker was wide to 
the left on a last second, desperation boot. 
Next to fall were the Huskies (yes there is a 
football team on the UW campus), better 
known as the San Pedro Beach Bums of the 
Pacific Northwest. They lost 22-20, and 
following in line with the others, they lost by a 
foot, a field goal in the late stages of the game. 
But, the Huskies should consider themselves 
very lucky that they were in the game, late in 
the game! 
By the time my tears had dried up more bad 
news came across the radio. It was the Loggers, 
yes our Loggers who fell victim to the fateful 
foot as they lost to Cal-Davis 16-14, when 
Brent Wagner's field goal attempt in the 
waning moments Saturday night was batted 
down. 
So 1 went out and drowned my sorrows after 
that score (I was looking for some sort of ex-
cuse) and it was a good thing I did. I ended up 
sleeping in half of the day Sunday and missed 
most of the Seahawk game. 
They too, lost by a foot. In fact they lost 
by 84 foots, getting stomped by the Cincinatti 
Bengals 42-20. 
More film at 11:00. 
TRAIL 	 —1 
SPORTS  
Men's Cross Country Schedule 
September 24 Belluvue CC Invite Seward Park, Seattle 11:00AM. 
October 1 Carrie Franklin Memorial Lane Comm. Coil. Eugene 
12:00noon 
October 8 Fort Casey Invite Camp Casey Whidbey Isl. 11:00AM 
October 22 PLU Invitational 
	 Fort Steilacoom_ Park Tacoma 
11:00AM 
October 29 UPS Invitational 	 Fort Steilacoom 
11:00AM 
November 12 NCAA Championships Chicago 
Park Tacoma 
Loggers on the run 
The University of Puget Sound cross country team 
opened it's 1977 season today with a 3rd place finish in the 
Bellevue Community College Invitational at Seward Park 
in Seattle. The Loggers scored 42 points behind the 16 
points of both Highline and Spokane Community College 
(as in golf, low score wins). Host Bellevue CC was fourth 
at 44, Green River CC was fifth at 58, with Evir;rett CC no* 
e- nougo 
	 tuririers 	 finish 	 to 	 score. 
Leading the Loggers was senior Brian Brouillet, who 
posted a time of 20:45 over the 4-mile course. Second 
fastest time for the Loggers came from team captain 
Steve Miner, who ran 21:02. Both of those runners 
recorded significant improvements over last year's versicfa 
of this same race, as did sophomore Brian Mayer, the 
'Logger's third fastest in 22:05. Other Logger runners and 
their times were Scott Nichols, 22:46; Edwin Nieves, 22:56; 
Steve Gerrodette, 23:20; Mark Nayer, 24:30; and Dan 
Johnson, 26:09. Competing unattached was Logger 
trackman 	 Don 	 Greco, 	 who 	 ran 	 21:49. 
Unlike the usual cross country meet format of one race 
for all runners, and the top five for each team make up 
the score, this meet consisted of four separate races. The 
first race was for those runners who were not members of 
a full team or who were extras from a full team. The 
results of the first race did not count in the team scoring. 
The second race was for the team's fifth and sixth men, 
the third race was for the third and fourth men, and the 
fourth race was for the teams's top two men. Coach Ren-
fro expressed satisfaction with the results, noting that the 
team's average time, in spite of having a much younger 
team. "In fact, we had one runner in the non-scoring race 
who ran faster than one of our scoring runners. If we 
switch those two, our team's average time is better than 
last year's average by almost 10 seconds." 
Female Gold wins clash 
by Cheryl Harrison 
The first annual Green and Gold (intersquad) volleyball match played last 
Thursday night fond the Gold team on the winning end. Coach Roberta Wilson 
noted that there was lots of hustle and cohesiveness on both teams, but that 
the Gold's team experience as 3 whole was the determining factor in the mat-
ch. 
Looking to the future Wilson remarked that there were a lot of good ball 
handlers. Also the added plusses of more height this year, a strong hitting of-
fense, and a good passing and defensive backcourt should all combine to 
make the UPS Women's team one of the best in the region. 
There are several newcomers this year with good potential and along with 
the returning veterans are expected to get stronger as the season progresses. 
Coach Wilson said she's very pleased with the positive mental attitude, aler-
tness and cohesiveness of the squad. 
The women spikers play their first league match on Wednesday, October 5 
against Olympic CC in Bremerton at 7:00 p.m. 
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UPS not king of the road 
Fired up like I've never seen them 
before, the Loggers stampeded on to 
the turf for the second half. Hitting, 
Hustling, and Harmonizing the 
Logger 'D'put Davis in two 3rd and 
long situations, both of which they 
escaped from with extremely 
questionable calls. Homer the Ref 
called them both. Playing with the 
help of this twelth man, the Aggies 
put on inevitable 7 more up in lights. 
Finally, the offense got their hands 
on the ball and ladies and gentlemen, 
this was the start of one hell of a 
second half. With Don Etherington 
loading up his 'shotgun' (formation) 
the boys went to work. With a 
surgeons touch Etherington sliced 
away at Aggie Defense completing 7 
out of 7 passes. Four key back to 
backers went to Wyatt Baker for 10, 
Randy Moon for 14, Casey Sander for 
10 and the paydirt bullet went 9 yards 
to Moon. Electing to go for two poin-
ts the Loggers again went to the air 
and completed it, but it was out of 
D & J Flowers 
Come pick-up your 
student 	 discount 
cards for 1 5 % 
off all purchases. 
4102 110 S. W.  
bounds. Now, trailing 16-6 with the 
3rd quarter a thing of the past the 
Loggers had to battle the clock. With 
the melon safely tucked away, he 
gave the Aggies a terrific view of the 
back of his jersey as he flew 78 y ar-
ds for the score. Again electing to go 
for the two point conversion, 
Etherington went to the air. Pulling 
the trigger from the 'shotgun' his 
target was Sander who tucked it 
away for the score. The 16-14 advan-
tage looked like it would surely be 
changing hands soon. As the Loggers 
marched late in the fourth quarter, 
seemingly with ease, the crowd was 
silent. A costly fumble brought them 
to their feet only moments later. The 
noise didn't effect the spirit of UPS's 
defense as they held Davis on a four-
th and one! Taking over possession 
and momentum, the Loggers went to 
work. An Etherington to Rich Arena 
'Lookin' was good for 25 yards and 
ten years of excitement as the 
Loggers moved to within fieldgoal 
range with less than one minute left. 
Two plays later, UPS sent in the 
fieldgoal unit for an attempt at a 40 
yard shot. With just 15 seconds on 
the clock it all boiled down to one 
kick. And kick was strong and true, 
but the blocking sucked and the at-
tempt was knocked down. Final: U.C. 
Davis 16, Ups 14. 
This game showed to me what kind 
tom t; school. of football 
Against a national power in Division 
II football like U.C. Davis it would 
have been easy to give up while 
trailing 16-0. But folks, the 'Loggers 
don't give up!' When it was over, 
even though Davis ran 23 more plays, 
the Loggers had more total offense. 
This team is growing better every 
week in so many ways that you better 
be ready for one hell of a game when 
they come home on October 22. 
Next up, Humboldt State, there. 
Always big and powerful, this nor-
thern California school proves to be 
another big test. The Loggers have 
defeated them in their last two 
brawls. 
Booters drop 
The UPSbooters were defeated last 
Saturday in a close game against 
Seattle Pacific University 2-1. 
UPS'only goal came in the first half 
by freshman, Mike Campbell. 
Campbell was just one of the six 
freshmen who started in last week's 
game. Coach Gallo describe the 
freshman starters as "attacking 
players". Among the other freshmen 
were Steve Norlin, Mike Finn, Terry 
Greswell and Bruce Cable. Mark 
Campbell, last year's top prep goalie 
added several outstanding saves. 
The Loggers kept Seattle Pacific on 
defense throughout the second half. 
Five minutes into the half, however, 
Seattle Pacific got its first goal tying 
the game, 1-1. 
People Helping 
People 
You help more 
when you give 
The 
United Ww 
by Jacque Strappe 
The University of Puget Sound 
Football team took their show on the 
road last Saturday. The journey to 
the Bay Area proved to be a sad one, 
as the Loggers ran out of time and 
points. The final:Cal Davis 16 UPS 14. 
The game was your basic half and 
half football game. Cal Davis won 
the first half, the Loggers the second. 
Constantly working with their 
backs close to their own goal line the 
Logger "0" couldn't manage a first 
down until their fourth posession of 
the pigskin. By this time the Aggies 
had already put 9 points on their side 
of the board. Late in the first half 
UPS got rolling. Marching 50 yards 
down to the Davis 15 yard line I was 
certain the Logs would score. 
However, an untimely fumble cut 
this rally short and the first half clock 
ran out...score 9-0 Davis. 
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Memoirs of a flasher! 
It wasn't your ordinary night, in 
fact it wasn't your unordinary night I 
couldn't take it any longer, I had to 
unwind, God Help me! 
Heading toward the closet, I 
quickly swept away my favorit fur-
lined jacket, knee length of course! 
Grabbing my best pair of jockey 
shorts, I was off. 
Out the door at last, I thought My 
total inhibitions were about to be 
released. A body in the distance I 
saw, far out I thought, it might be 
fun! As the shadow quickly moved 
towards me (only the shadow 
knows!), I began my assault. 
A mad dash across the lawn, a quick 
slip in some dog S______, but I made 
it. "Hi! the body said", I responded 
with actions not words. Ripping apart 
at the seams I let the coat fly, ex-
posed at last! OH! My God, I heard 
and then, the insult upon insults, a 
Governance Proposal  
laugh! Not just A LAUGH, but a lot of 
laughs, a whole lot of laughsa con-
tinuous roar! 
Not to be discouraged, I headed to 
another part of the campus. Outside 
the Library, behind the bushes, away 
from other people. I waited silently, 
motionless (I was cold as heck and 
the bushes I was in were kind of it-
chy), awaiting another moving body. 
There she was, another victim. As I 
jumped out from the green layer, she 
jumped, to surprise. Again, with a 
quick jerk, the coat parted, in all my 
glory I stood. 
She looked, in fact she glared, she 
even took a double take. "Is that it?!" 
she harped I shrieked, I cried and in 
the torture of it all I stepped knee-
high into a puddle of water. 
Wet and discouraged, humiliated, 
I ran home! 
My mother told me closets would 
be the better part of life. 
Violent? 
Vicious? 
Do you feel like getting violent and 
vicous when you receive a voucher 
that tells you of your violation of 
valuable campus parking spaces? 
If so, then read this 
Safety/Security Division sends a 
gentle reminder that all UYPS 
parking lots have color coding in or-
der to have fair amounts of parking 
for faculty and students. So be sure 
to check the color or your sticker 
against the color painted on the 
parking spaces before leaving your 
car. 
Many warnings were issued during 
the first week of classes, but now 
tickets wil be given to all persons 
violating parking regulations 
All tickets issued are payable and 
must be remitted within 14 days to 
o the Safety/Security office located in 
5.: the A-frame complex. If you feel that 
you have been ticketed unfairly then 
13 you may appeal it within the 14 day 
g time limit at that office 
	 Any- 
n reasonable appeal, according to John 
Hickey, will be granted. 
It won't pay, however, to let the 
ticket go. If the ticket isn't :laid 
14 day "^". the charg e 
goes up to $5.00 
JULIAN BOND-Georgia State Senator Julian Bond spoke 
Editor's note: The followin is the list of changes proposed by ASUPS concer- to over 450 listeners in the SUB loungs Wednesday, Sep- 
ning the Governance Committee. 	 tember 21. 
Scandinavian seminar scheduled Section 1. There shall be an ASUPS Governance Committee which shall have the following powers and responsibilities: 
a. The review of University Governance and the making of such recomend-
ations as it deems necessary. 
Section 2. The membership of the ASUPS Governance Committee shall be as 
follows: 
Eight student members with two alternate students (who shall be full vot-
ing members in the absence of two full time members.) 
The number of student Senators on the committee shall not exceed half 
the voting members. 
Members are to be appointed by the Executive Vice President and ap-
proved by the Senate. 
Section 3 A quorum of the ASUPS Governance Committee shall be six 
members 
Scandinavian Seminar is now ac-
cepting applications for its study 
abroad program in Denmark, 
Finland, Norway, or Sweden for the 
academic year 1978-79. This living-
and-learning experience is designed 
for college students, graduates. and 
other adults who want to become 
part of another culture while 
acquiring a second language. 
An initial 3 week language course, 
followed by a family stay whenever 
possible, will give the student oppor-
tunity to practice the language on a 
daily basis and to share in the life of  
the community. For the major part of 
the year he is separated from his 
fellow American students, living and 
studying among Scandinavians at a 
"People's College" (residential 
school for continuing adult 
education) or some other specialized 
institution 
All Seminar students participate in 
the Introductory, Mid-year, and Final 
Sessions, where matters related to 
their studies, experiences, and in-
dividual progress are reviewed and 
discussed. The focus of the Scan-
dinavian Seminar program is an In-
depent Study Project in the student'  
s own field of interest. An increasing 
number of American colleges and 
universities are giving full or partial 
credit for the Seminar year 
The fee, covering tution, room 
board, one-way group ' transpor-
tation from New York and all cour-
se-connected travels in Scandinavia 
is $3,800 A limited number of 
scholarship loans are available 
For further information please 
write to: 
SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR 
100 East 85th Street 
New York, N.Y 10028 
Results controversial 
Senate committee evaluates bookstore 
TIRKIPIEDINITIE Boors 
"The High Cost of A free 
Ride" by Dick Barrymore in person 
Sunday, October 2 
at the Tacoma Bicentennial 
Pavilion 
Showtime-8.10.m. 
Ticket prices: $250 advanced-$3.00 at 
the door. Advanced tickets available at 
Skiers Edge and Bon Marche outlets. 
Boon open at 7.14./n 
The Bookstore Evaluation Co mmittee (BEC) which was organized last 
spring to examine complaints about the service of the campus bookstore, has 
submitted its report to the ASUPS Senate. The report contained the following 
list of comments and criticisms, obtained last spring from students and faculty 
about the UPS bookstore's service. 
--Textbook orders placed by professors are reduced by the bookstore, often 
resulting in a shortage at the beginning of the semester. 
-There is a narrow selection of books on the first floor. 
--The bookstore is too expensive. 
Personality conflict with the manager. 
There is too much 'junk' on the first floor, more of the space should be 
allocated to books. 
--Professors have to place their book orders too early. 
--The bookstore doesn't always order the edition of a book requested. 
The books at the UPS bookstore are more expensive compared with other, 
bookstores. 
--There are not enough books upstairs. 
--Students receive next to nothing when selling their books back to the 
bookstore. 
After compiling its list of comments, the BEC then began its research and 
reports the following information on topics of general concern to the student 
body 
Ordering of Books  
Professors are required to place their orders for textbooks three months in 
advance of the date they will be required. Although this date may seem 
unreasonably early to some professors, the deadline is standard; Pacific 
Lutheran University, Seattle University and Seattle Pacific University all have 
about the same deadline, within a couple of weeks. 
Book Prices  
The BEC compared text and trade book prices of the UPS bookstore with 
prices at SPC, PLU and SU, discovering that the prices at UPS were comparable 
to those at the similar schools. The prices of the booksare established by the 
publishers. Textbooks are billed to the bookstore at the selling price less 20%, 
plus transportation costs. Any unsold texts must be returned to the publishers 
at the bookstore's expense. 
Used Books--The Buy-back Service  
As thoroughly explained in the booklet, 'How to Stretch Your Textbook 
Dollar and Other Facts about Your Campus Bookstore,' the textbook buyback 
service provides students the opportunity to sell back their texts to the 
bookstore. The books are bought back for future use on campus and for resale  
to otner bookstores.This year Nebrask Co., a used book wholesaler will per-
form the service In the past few years Pat Heade, ex-bookstore manager, has 
performed the service. 
Books purchased for resale on the UPS campus will be bought at SOpercent 
and sold as recycled books at 75 percent of the current retail price If $10 is 
paid for a new text in September and the publisher has increased the retail 
price to $12 by the time the text is sold back in December, $6 will be paid for 
the text provided it will be used on campus the following semester. If $7.50 is 
paid for a recycled copy of a book and the publisher establishes a $12 price for 
the new text, the buyer will still pay $6 for a recycled copy of that edition, 
provided it is still in good condition and will be used on campus the following 
semester 
This policy is found at each of the universit!sis that were compared with 
UPS. 
Six of the Bookstore  
The size of the UPS Bookstore is very closely related to the efficiency of the 
service, and the selection of books, gifts and supplies offered. The UPS 
Bookstore is too small to enableefficientmanagement and high quality service 
to faculty and students. Storage space is extremely limited, and the limited 
floor space on the first floor severely restricts the displaying of books, sup-
plies, gifts and souvenirs. Because the bookstore has so little space, books are 
stored in the basements of several annex houses near it This lack of space 
necessitates a great deal of shifting and shuffling of books and supplies, thus 
creating an inefficient use of personnel. 
Hours  
Some students have complained that the bookstore is not open late 
enough during the week or at all on the wekends. According to Heade, 
the bookstore experimented with extended hours during the week and with 
being open a few hours on the weekends, but there was not enough usage of 
the bookstore during these hours to justify being open. 
Conclusions  
--The BEC concludes that given the severe lack of space, and the problems 
that this creates, the bookstore is now being run as efficiently as possible. 
The BECrecommends establishing a permanent committee, consisting of 
two students, a member of the faculty and the manager of the bookstore. The 
purpose of the committee would be to air problems as they arise and increase 
the communications between the university community and the management 
of the bookstore. 
--The BEC recommendsthat the conversion of either Room 9 or the Game 
Room in the SUB be checked into as a possible extension of the bookstore 
The following two books suffer 
from a lack of individuality (I'm 
hesitant to write this review, being a 
male in the 21st year of his life, but 
here goes...). Granted, Estelle Fuchs' 
The Second Season; Life,' • Lo e and 
Sex; Women in the, Middle Years 
does utilize a different approach to 
the subject with cross cultural 
references on middle age in other 
societies, though it lacks in referen-
ces as to the source and methods of 
lidta collection (and therefore its 
reliability). However, my main point 
is that the book is nothing more than 
the repetition of a popular trend in 
tkii,;;L.rs CubiI;i1;1g tod;;;; th't of 
foisting off on a gullible public books 
on how to cope with life's problems. 
Perhaps I'm being too harsh; perhaps 
these publications help others cope 
with their difficulties, and if so, all 
the more power to them, let the 
government subsidize such books sc 
that all can afford them and benefit 
from their rhetoric. But I learned a 
long time ago to rely on the experien-
ce of oneself rather than the words of 
others for help in a difficult situation, 
and that one can't really learn about 
life from books, Furthermore, I can't 
help but wonder what force 
(emotional, economical, felt that 
another book such as this was 
necessary, pressure from the City 
University of New York or her  
publisher) moved her to writing the 
book. 
Percival Goodman is just as guiL, 
as Ms. Fuchs, though in an entirely 
different subject matter. In The 
Double E, Goodman addresses the 
need for a change from our ideology 
and economics fixated on science 
and technology to an ideology 
characterized by, "modesty, and 
frugality in favor of a physical en-
vironment designed for people, not 
things, based on the scale of 
humankind in its symbiotic relation-
ship with nature." The author then 
examines the ways people have lived 
in the past, asking, "can we learn 
from them ana so CeYelop 2 
style more suited to our 'oasis in 
space'?" I agree with most everything 
in the book, though I wonder about 
Goodman (an architect) when he 
places his own observations in the 
context of such "giants of social ar-
chitecture" as Le Corbusier, Frank 
Lloyd Wright and Henry Kissinger. 
Furthermore, it seems like I've heard 
this same old story of "living in the 
past" in such works as Callenbach's 
Ecotopia, Meadows' The Limits to 
Growth (which all literates over the 
age of thirteen should read), Huxley's 
Island and Roszack's Where the 
Wasteland Ends. (This list could go on 
but due to the lack of desserts for 
lunch this week my memory is star- 
ting to fail me.) And I agree with all 
these authors (including Goodman) 
that science will even-
tually strangle us and that a possible 
solution would be a return to the 
good-old days. But even stoics such 
as I would enjoy a variation on this 
theme. To paraphrase (and 
apologize to) Murray .Bookchin: 
"When the hell are we going to 
create a movement that looks to the 
future instead of to the past?" 
It would indeed be refreshing to 
read in the preface of a book 
sometime: "One of the reasons 
wrote this book was to get my name 
in print (again) and to make some 
mc,Inty Be5ides, my university 
demands that I do reseiAiCt ailuj 
tribute to my field of specialization if 
I want to be promoted. I apologize 
for the rhetoric and lack of in-
novation in subject matter; my only 
excuse is that in addition to my other 
responsibilities I was forced to teach 
during the entire summer session, 
which only extended my baby-sitting 
responsibilities another three-
months. Thanks to Donna for typing 
the MS, my dog Raggs for con-
sultation, the book critic of the 
TRAIL for inspiration, and the ad-
minisitration for perspiration."' 
Now that would be a book that I 
would read. 
A breathtaking variety of music - 
furn Medieval dance; to a contem- 
porary piece for voico; and eiet= 
tronic sounds - sets the John Biggs 
Consort apart from other ensembles 
devoted to early music. Their superb 
musicianship, as well as the informal, 
intimate spirit that has been a 
hallmark of the group since its incep-
tion, has enchanted audiences 
everywhere. The University of Puget 
Sound School of Music is pleased to 
present this fine ensemble in a free 
concert on Wednesday, October 5, at 
8:15 p.m., in Jacobsen Recital Hall of 
the Music Building. 
The John Biggs Consort is com-
prised of four talented singers who 
are also accomplished instrumen- 
talists. John Biggs, the director of the 
Consort, founded the group while a 
student at UCLA. His interest in early 
music grtiv when he met singer-
arranger and "Grammy" award win-
ner, Salli Terri while both were mem-
bers of the Roger Wagner Chorale. 
With the addition of two other 
musicians and a large collection of 
authentic reproductions of early in-
struments, the Consort became a 
reality. Since then, their musical ex-
cellence, combined with their attrac-
tive and fascinating presentation, has 
made them much in demand at music 
festivals and concert halls 
throughout America. 
All music lovers are cordially in-
vited to this exciting complimentary 
event 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
Read these and weep 
Come consort with the consort 
1 ho are 	 use 
 PeoloierDo theY/ooklikethatallthetime?if youwould liketo find  out,cometc  the campus boogieTuesday,October 4 from 9-12p.m.in  the Great Hall.Bring 25c and let PUSH entertain you. 
For the price of a movie, you'll feel like a million. 
WALTER MATTHAU GEORGE BURNS 
NeilSimons 
co „....,RICHARD BENJAMIN 
NF 1, SIMON Pooduced b, RAY STAR,.. D..ecmd by HERBERT ROC', 	 ( (.(1 (,K 
WWI WWI. OW MI , el 10.4111.00.01 , 11.04.1.  
EINNIENOt txarrtt sramteo United Artists 
MGM 
FILM S INCOR POR AT E D 
C 
Warren Johnson, David Hensler and Dr. Edward Hansen rehearse for premier performance of Sonata. 
Great organ master gives recital 
A new work, Sonata for Organ and 
Two Trumpets, by Michael Young, 
will receive its first Tacoma perfor-
mance in the UPS Kilworth Chapel, 
on Sunday, October 9, at 4;00 p.m. 
This exciting premiere will be part of 
the faculty organ recital of Edward 
Hansen, Professor of Music at UPS. 
Trumpeters Warren Johnson and 
David Hensler, UPSmusic majors, 
will perform with Dr. Hansen. 
Michael Young, who wrote the 
piece, is a well-known Northwest 
organist and composer He is on the 
faculty of Whitworth College in 
Spokane. 
Other works on the program will 
be a Suite by Jacques Boyvin, the 
Fantasie and Fugue in G minor by J.S. 
Bach and three chorale preludes by 
Johann Ludwig Krebs. Dr. Hansen 
will be assisted in the chorale 
preludes by a women's choir from 
the UPS BETA Delta Chapter of 
Sigma Alpha Iota, an international 
music honorary for women. 
Critics in the United States and 
Europe have been consistent in their 
praise of Dr. Hansen's "comprehen- 
sive and penetrating musicianship." 
In Uppsala, Sweden, his performance 
"left no doubt that Edward Hansen is 
a great organ master " The writer in 
Bergen. Norway stated that Hansen's 
recital "places him in the class of 
foremost organists of our'time  " 
In addition to his duties at ups, Dr. 
Hansen is organist and choirmaster at 
Seattle's Plymough Congregational 
Church. 
The recital is complimentary: and 
the public is welcome 
The Sunshine Boys 
Shine at the flicks 
Vaudeville is not dead. George 
Burns and Walter Matthau are worth 
an Academy Award and $20 million 
at the box office in one of Neil 
Simon's most appealing comedies. A 
biting and hysterical feud dev elops 
between the two partners of a fan-
tastically successful vaudeville 
comedy team of the 30s. Their one-
night comeback adds to the hilarity 
as they pursuse their love-hate 
relationship. Richard Benjamin, in 
one of his finest performances, as the 
helpless agent-nephew of Matthau, 
cannot deal with the acidity and 
craziness of these two brilliant show 
business personalities. And that just 
adds to the fun! Don't miss the Sun-
shine Boys in action...it's un-
believable 
Cat ch it tonight and Saturday 
night at 6:30 and 9. Bring your ASB 
card and 25c 
16u 
Sweet 
`Lungs 
cigarettes arecKillers! 
American 
Cancer Society 
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DAVE FISHER/CONCERTS NOW 
YES heats up 
at the coliseum 
I expected to be bored by Donovan while impatiently waiting for Yes. 
Donovan, who I considered over-the-hill, surprised me- and perhaps the 
audience-by proving he was still a talented poet/musician. He entertained the 
sell-out crowd with a balanced mixture of old hits (including "Mellow 
-Yellow ". "Hurdy Curdy Man", and "Atlantis") and tunes from his new 
album, Donovan Rising. The only boring part of his set was a tiresome ditty 
called "The Intergalactic Laxative." Even though Donovan turned out to be 
one of the most enjoyable opening acts I've seen, he was still overshadowed 
by my waiting for Yes. 
As the recorded lead-in for Yes' set, "Firebird Suite," started, the crowd let 
out the first of its many deafening roars, and I sensed the show would be 
something special. The music built to a climax and Yes cut into "Parallels" 
fromGoing For The One, and the crowd became a fever-pitched frenzy. While 
the cut to the live music wasn't as dramatic as the break to "Siberean Khatru" 
onYessongs, it was still a very effective opening. 
Yes balanced its set much the same way Donovan had; using old reliables 
("Close To The Edge", "And You And I", and "All Good People) and cuts from 
the new album ("Going For The One," "Turn Of The Century", "Wonderous 
Stories," and "Awaken.") In addition, Yes also balanced its set between gentle, 
flowing soft melodies and driving, rock-oriented tunes.Yes, more than any 
other band in this universe, has the ability to combine the best of both genres. 
Jon Anderson, from the start has been the leader of the band. I n the 
beginning, he contented himself with leaving the instrumentals to the other 
members of the band and only handling the vocals. Now, however, it can be 
easily seen that he can handle himself commendably on the harp, guitar, and 
sundry percussion As he glides about the stage, almost "directing the traffic" 
of the band, it is reaffirmed that his most important role is that of vocalist. 
Since handling the groups multi-syllabic lyrics is no easy task, it was especially 
impressive that he only had problems hitting notes twice. (Once, after a long 
line, he had projection  problem in "Going For The One" and then he couldn't 
quite hit a high note in "Close To The Edge.") 
The other founder of the group, Chris Squire, while not taking such an up-
front position, plays an integral part in the band's music, too. More than any 
other person in rock, Squire has transformed the role of bassist from that of a 
background instrument to a creative one. Squire plays a multitude of basses 
and they include one "triple-necked" bass/guitar. His riffs can be powerful-
1 could feel them thump my chest and throat--or soft and gentle. 
While Squire is the "nassist's bassist", the "guitarist's guitarist" is Steve 
Howe. The master, Howe can contort his face and writhe his body and still 
have complete control over his instrument. Howe possesses a unique com-
bination of skill- he can finger-pick with anyone-, style, and ability to expand 
his recorded lines. He is as much at home with his dobro or acoustic guitar as 
he is with his electric or steel. 
Percussionist is often a "lost figure" who is treated to one boring drum solo 
per set, but Alan White is no ordinary drummer. Since joining the band after 
"Close To The Edge," White has been the rhythmic backbone of the creature 
called"Tes music." A drummer's true worth is in consistency and power 
without being distractive. This is Alan White. 
The newest member of the band is probably also the most celebrated. Yes 
uses Rick Wakeman to his fullest by holding down his pompousness and love 
of showiness Wakeman was very relaxed in his playing, often using only one 
hand, as compared to Keith Emerson, whose hands are always a blur of 
motion. Wakeman doesn't need to be as overpowering as Emerson, but he 
should be able to improvise more (like Wakeman or Patrick Moraz) and ex-
pand on his more familiar keyboard flourishes. Wakeman also got lost when 
he tried to expand a few times, but covered himself fairly well 
As great as each member is, the group (like the Beatles were) is greater than 
the sum of its parts. Yes music is very complex, like a snowfall. The total effect 
surrounds and covers you, yet each instrument, or snowflake, is a separate en-
tity. The effect is a layering which is very hard to recreate in concert. For 
example, "Close To The Edge" has habitually plagued the band in concert. 
Monday night's version was the most impressive live rendition I've been ex-
posed to-it was nearly perfect and each element flowed perfectly into the 
others. While Wakeman's return made it impossible for the band to do any of 
Tales From Topographic Oceans, or Relayer, and the new material forced Yes 
to leave out several older favorites ("Siberean Khatru" and "Heart Of The 
Sunrise") and solo numbers, the over-two-hour set did contain some of the 
most awe-inspiring concert moments I have ever beheld 
A concert is not only a musical happening, it is a combination of sound, 
visuals, and crowd which should be unique. While Yes' stage was a little less 
elaborate than the Roger and Maryn Dean set they've used lately, it was im-
pressive and featured a well-timed smoke, light and laser show 
By the time the encore came around, the crowd was on its feet, jumping, 
arms flinging During the first number, "Starship Trooper," Yes pulled out the 
stops and cooked, rocking the Coliseum. 
It seems strange (yet very classy) that a band that has been together for ten 
years, sold who-knows-how-many-albums worldwide, and who will play to 
consistently sold-out crowds (there were girls crying because they didn't have 
tickets ( of over 2 million on this tour alone has never had to rely on a huge hit 
single the only song Yes has recorded that has gotten much airplay is "Roun-
dabout" and when they started it, I had serious doubts about my personal 
safety, since I could feel the balcony bouncing from the mass of jumping fans. 
The floor was a sea of hands clapping above heads and fists pulsing in time to 
the music. 
And Yes knew they had it. They'd pulled off everything and had given the 
crowd more than their money's worth. As we filtered out, it was not surprising 
that so many were humming. 
THE FDA SACCHARIN BAN 
GOT YOU DOWN? NO MATTER—YOU GAN STILL 
DiEDCAZEIll 
GIS WI a 11 I 
wia THE FAMOUS 
EAT ALL YOU WANT, ALL 
THE FOOD YOUR STOMACH WILL 
HOLD AS LINO AS MI/ Writ Ri'011 
CAilfillS FOOD jereCe! NOT 
ONLY WILL YOUR FOOD INTAKE DE-
CREASE—SO WILL- YOUR, APPETrIE/  
TRAIL 
EDITORIAL 
Is it worth it? 
UPS is now the most expensive school in 
Washington State UPS students pay more 
tuition, room and board than do Whitman 
students, than do PLU students, and certainly a 
lot more than do public university students. 
Is it worth it? 
Perhaps the best answer would be "Yes-it 
might be." That is, the best response is one 
which conveys that the less desirable out-
come, namely, that the commodity may not be 
worth the price, is not just a contingency, but a 
strong possibility. Let us examine this further. 
Last year, UPS initiated more than just a 
tuition increase. The University entered into a 
period of metamorphosis, a time of change. 
Each school, each of the departments which 
compose the University, was scheduled to 
revise their offerings, to rethink their objec-
tives, and to revamp their progams. One third 
of the departments completed this task last 
year. Another third will do so this year, the last 
third, next year. 
Whether the University emerges from this 
metamorphic period as a butterfly or as a moth 
will, of course, depend on the events of these 
three years. The final product will reflect the 
input. What goes into the revision period will 
certainly regulate what comes out. 
As 	 each 	 department 	 revises 	 their 
curriculum, it is important that student input is 
viewed not as an option, but as a necessity. 
For, in order to maintain diversity of thought, 
in order to preserve balance of opinion, and in 
order to retain antithesis of ideas, each depar-
tment must actively solicit as many thoughts, 
opinions and ideas as possible. If these three c 
omponents are missing in the new curriculum, 
then perhaps what remains can no longer be 
called a 'university' curriculum. 
Student input should then be sought not 
only because this is a rare opportunity for 
students to play an active role in the designing 
of departmental progams; not only because 
this is an almost unique chance for students to 
have a significant part in the shaping of the 
university's future; but more importantly 
because student input is indeed necessary to 
esure the success of the univeristy's ambitious 
endeavor. 
Isn't it worth it? 
Jim Duggan/ 
Managing ed 
nutritional value. 
When a compromise can be struck 
between palatability and nutrition, 
perhaps then the faculty meal plan 
will be a huge success. 
Until then; my mother never fed me 
green noodles. 
Misinformation 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to apologize for misin-
forming you and your readers as to 
the status of H.B. 123, a bill making it 
unlawful to sell or furnish term 
paper, theses, or other such assign-
ments to a student in any public or 
private institution of higher learning 
in this state. 
The bill was passed by the House 
last March 11, but died in the Senate 
during its third reading late in June. I 
had the recollection that it had 
)ecome law during that time, and it 
would appear that I had forgotten 
!low deceiving one's 
memory can be. 
Again my apologies; my face is red 
with shame. 
R.) Secor 
Fellow students 
Do you realize that many of you 
are being intellectually stifled by this 
institution? Why does an individual 
have to major in one or two fields of 
study in i order to be accepted by the 
society as a whole? 
Every since we were small most of 
us had pressure by our parents, 
educational systems, and peers to 
"make something of ourselves" In 
this society, "making something of 
ones self" consists of becoming very 
proficient in one field of study (i.e. a 
major in art, business, or psychology). 
This is absurd because a painter does 
not create a picture using the same 
chade so what is the logic in having 
One's life revolve primarily around . 
one or two fields of study? Like the 
4,painter with his colors, a truly. 
educated individual looks at more 
than one way of thinking 
Now are you a strong or weak in-
dividual? Is your education only to 
have high earning potential, or to be 
fair to yourself. Face facts, the rich 
are few ( and many of you have a rich 
background) and the poor are many. 
There can be dignity in not being 
rich, considering you are doing what 
you want to do, and you are not 
being influenced by others who say 
to pursue the might , greenback 
I've heard many an affluent 
student claim that he doesn't need 
mom or dad, but in times of financial 
crises they head straight home. My 
friend, you aren't mobile enough to 
really what you want until that 
monetary tie is broken, and you ac-
cept the fact that money isn't 
everything. 
Now is your education really for 
yourself, or are you just a well con-
ditioned animal that was trained 
from his first school day to believe 
that a success is a socially accepted 
being that only has proficiency in one 
or two ways of thinking? Now you as 
a student body have a choice. you 
can demand that the administration 
give you a broad education and a 
true experience in higher learning, or 
you can listen to them and have your 
minds directed into the depths of 
tunnel vision 
If you're sincerely aggravated with 
this administration, give me a call. 
759-6981 
Kevin Dressler 
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Perpetual hold on rebates 
In this day and age where the infernal dollar 
is everything and students like us have too few 
of them in the first place, it would only seem 
logical to me that most people would realize 
our plight and give us a break. Right? Most 
certainly not. 
Whether it be because we attend prestigious 
and expensive UPS (that's why I don't have 
money you jerks) or because they just don't 
give a squat about me, the American student, a 
few businesses continue to attempt to swindle 
me. 
The other day I received a bill from the City 
of Tacoma for my lights. The bill was a 
measley seven dollars and eighty two cents in-
cluding transfer fees and temporary this and 
thats, but I became curious as to why the city 
would charge me for lights during the months 
of July and August, bill me in my name, and 
expect me to pay it when I had just moved in 
in September. I called the little rascals and 
was put on perpetual hold. I hung up. I called 
them again and the same woman answered, 
(she thought I was still on hold on the other 
line and had a difficult time trying to unravel 
the mystery.) 
As it turned out they had indeed billed me in 
error and she simply told me to throw the bill 
away and not to worry about it. I asked her 
what would have happenned had I, like a good 
little citizen, remitted my payment. She 
assured me that they could not fail and my 
payment would have been credited to my ac-
count. 
Letters to the editor 
SUB Food 
Dear Editor, 
It is unfortunate that the Editor of 
the Trail, who is supposed to 
represent some kind of maturity and 
intellectualism has taken such an ab-
solutely inane viewpoint towards 
SUB food (in reference to Acid Lips, 
Sept. 23, 1977) 
I'm sure Mr. Grimwood feels sorry 
tnat fie cannot cook the food the way 
your mom used to for 3,000 people, 
but I'm sure your cut comments will 
make him try harder. If you feel so 
strongly about the food, why don't 
you help those of us who are trying 
to make it a little more nutritional 
There are meetings every week that 
address themselves to this topic 
where you can make your input in a 
more helpful way. Hopefully, you 
realize - that funny little 
generalizations in print do not 
become you, the Trail, or our efforts 
in nutrition. 
Peter M. Orser 
Mr. Orser: 
Nutrition is not the subject here, 
the issue dealt with was the oppor-
tunity to take an administrator or 
faculty member to dinner on the 
house. The attack against this 
proposition was, indeed, aimed at the 
SUB menu, not for nutritional 
reasons, for it is undisputable that the 
nutritional value of Mr. Grimwood's 
food has increased, but for palatable 
reasons. Though totally personal con-
jecture,(that's what editorial policy 
conoted) the editorial in question 
brought up the fact that the good 
does not taste or appear appetizing. 
No mention was made as to 
I doubt it, but maybe I will just throw my 
next bill away too and see if I can work it twice 
in a row. 
Well, I was feeling rather cocky about the 
great deal I had struck with the entire city of 
Tacoma so I tackled my next problem: 
Upon moving up here this fall I learned that 
I could save a few bucks by changing the in-
surance on my house from a homeowners 
policy to a simple rental policy since I had ren-
ted it out for the winter. I contacted my in-
surance agent and was pleasingly satisfied 
with the results. In no time he assured me that 
my policy would be changed and I would 
receive a rebate since I had overpaid for my 
new policy. I was so happy!! Then I received 
my new bill asking me to send them another 
twenty plus dollars to pay for my "cheaper" 
insurance. Something was wrong. 
I called the insurance company and ex-
plained to them that if I sent them money it 
was not the same as my getting a rebate and 
wondered what they were trying to pull. Once 
again I received perpetual hold, but only tem-
porarily. The receptionist bubbled back onto 
the line and happily told me that I had billed in 
error and my rebate check would be forth-
coming...just threw the bill away and no one 
would know. That sounded familiar. 
So I did. I threw the bill away and am 
patiently waiting for my rebate. It has yet to 
arrive, but what the heck, it's only been a mon-
th and besides, I go to UPS and have dollars 
hanging out of my pockets anyway. 
Fred Grimm/Presidents column M• 	 • AM. • 
Saga of the Sega screen 
"The giant screen is finally coming!" 
"When?" 
"Oh, sometime next week." 
This is a reply from a typical conversation that took 
place in the ASB office dozens of times last spring. The 
conversation centered around a giant television screen 
that ASUPS had ordered and paid for last January. The 
giant screen was a Sega screen, 4' x 5', with a video 
playback system that would allow programmed cassettes 
such as an old Mohammed Ali fight to be plugged into the 
system. The screen, with all of its options, was purchased 
for around $5000. It was to be placed in Cellar 10 with the 
purpose of attracting a greater number of students by the 
creation of a more fun atmosphere. I, personally, would 
find myself down there occasionally for Monday Night 
Football, Saturday Night Live and of course, Charlie's 
Angles. 
At any rate, the screen never arrived because of a long 
list of reasons from order mixups to freight delays. At the 
beginning of the summer I contacted the store form whom 
we purchased it, Campus Music, demanding an ex-
planation for its nondelivery. A Mr. Jim Thomas, the 
owner, got back to me and gave me the following ex-
planation: 
ASUPS ordered and paid for the screen form Campus 
Music, the lowest bidder. Campus Music cashed the check 
and ordered the screen from Puget Sound Audio, sup-
posedly a distributer of the screen. Mr. Thomas reported 
he paid Puget Sound and it was they who were responsible 
for the delay. After being put off by them all spring, Mr. 
Thomas contacted the National Sega headquarters and 
was not, and never had been, a distributer of their screens. 
They told Mr. Thomas that he could receive the screen 
directly within three days upon receipt of the money. The 
problem, according to Thomas, was that he no longer had 
the money. Puget Sound Audio had it. He explained that 
he was in the process of suing Puget Sound Audio but in 
the meanwhile was attempting to obtain a bank loan so 
he could get the screen. 
After that cibversation, I wrote Mr. Thomas stating that 
I also had confidence in his efforts but that if we did not 
_ewe the screen by September 2nd the University 
lawyers would begin litigation against him and Campus 
Music. 
On Septemberl, Jeff Koontz called Campus Music and 
was told by Mr. Thomas that he and his wife were plan-
ning on heading on down to the San Diego area for the 
Labor Day weekend. While there he was personally going 
to pick up the screen to expediate delivery and promised 
installation the nest week. 
The next week I attempted to contact Mr. Thomas but 
messages were continously ignored and none of my calls 
were returned. The following week I received no answer 
at all to my calls to Campus Music. 
Why? Well now for the interesting part. On the 
weekend of Sept. 10 Mr. Thomas and a friend went o a raf-
ting trip down the Hoe _river near Forks, Wa. There are 
varying stories, but the result is that Mr. Thomas and his 
friend became separated. When Mr. Thomas failed to 
return home an inquiry was made. They found his pickup 
and a punctured raft. Assuming an accidental drowning, 
divers behan searching the river for his body. They have 
not found it so Mr. Thomas is listed as "missing". 
I called the Jefferson County Sheriff9s Department and 
talked to 'Mel Melford. He stated that he believes there 
was not an accident because:I. the river was not very 
swift and not very deep; 2. his body would have gotten 
caught in the log jams or fish nets; and 3 there are a 
number of unanswered questions that point to the 
possibility of him desiring to skip town. 
So there's the story about the screen that "will be 
arriving next week". What happens from here I'm not 
really sure. I have met with other individuals who are 
hunting for Mr. Thomas for various financial reasons. A 
private investigator is on the case as well as Pat Daly, the 
Pierce County Prosecuting Attorny, with whom I have 
been in contact. I am also under the advisement of Dean 
Meyers of the Law School and Paul Murray, theUniversity 
lawyer. 
I shall keep you informed on what's happening. In the 
meantime, should we order another screen?0 
Carlos N. Thomas 
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I'm always rather amused by the 
"real" definition of the word 
"politics". 
I suppose I am no better judge of 
the real meaning than anyone else, 
being that I was a rather lazy student 
of the subject. 
I once had a very respected (by me) 
and intellegent (and he was) political 
science professor tell me that I knew 
nothing about methodology. 
Methodology, for you who know as 
little as I, is the "scientific" study of 
pressure groups, polls, and all the 
stuff that makes people act the way 
they do when they do act. You might 
say it's the study of the study of 
politics. 
Well, that professor was right. 
Most of my experience in politics 
came by rubbing elbows—as well as 
lifting a few—with politicians, public 
officials, and hyper-active ladies who 
found more comfort in public activ 
ities than in the kitchen. 
I have developed a healthy respect 
for most of the people I have met and 
worked with in public life. Admit-
tedly, some political persons are 
really just slobs; people you wouldn't 
let drive your car, or even enter your 
gargage. 
But beyond my learned skepticism, 
as I said, most officials are trying to 
do the best they can And doing so, 
the voter being what he is, is most 
trying. 
Voters are often the most irrespon-
sible, obnoxoius people you ever 
met. They seldom really try to under-
stand issues, and usually vote 
because they like somebody's hair or 
don't like somebody else's wife In  
short, voters are often pretty narrow 
creatures. 
I guess I always found more to in-
terest me in all those politicians--of 
all varieties-- and in voters then in all 
the cranked out statistics that are 
supposed to tell me why they do what 
they do. 
Sometime the single voter can say 
more to you in person than any num-
ber of polls or studies or statistics. 
Now don't get me wrong. Irrespec-
tive of my ignorance of the subject, I 
still hold in high regard both methods 
and methodologists. 
But I remember once, during the 
Nixon stink, I pulled up behind a 
small car in the Midwest with a bum-
per sticker that read "If you think 
he's guilty, honk." 
Being that I did, indeed, think 
Nexon rather guilty, I honked, in one  
of those rather impulsive acts that, 
when they are finished, compel one 
to look about to see if anyone was 
watching you embarrass yourself. 
In the car next to me an elderly 
man was watching me intently, and 
as I looked back (smiling to en-
courage moral support) he gave me a 
hand signal that gave me the definite 
implication that he did not think 
Nixon guilty. His hand signal strongly 
implied that the fellow was, perhaps, 
a blood relative. 
I wanted to ask him what he really 
thought, but you can't do that in the 
middle of the street, under such con-
ditions, his hand being the way it was 
and all. 
But it occurred to me then, when 
that fellow flipped me his bird, now, 
that's politics. 
I learned something new in school 
today. For years, the assurances of 
instructors that "you need to know 
this for everyday living" have grated 
on me. Please tell me, "ole hor-
secollar Mahnkey,. do you really 
need logarithms to balance a check-
book? (When asked a question, my 
trig teaching ghost of the past would 
answer, "Horsecollar! You do too 
know the answer." Today was dif-
ferent. A professor came up with 
some ideas that seemed to clean up a 
little of the mess on this campus. 
"There are tribes at UPS, con-
ceivably hundreds of them," he said 
With uniforms, behavioral norms, 
reservations and rituals, they are 
groups of people that can be 
distinguished from one another. 
"The (rats are the most obvious tribes 
on campus," a class member inter-
jected. 
Then he said it. That professor said 
the thing that I've been waiting to 
hear since my arrival two years ago. 
NIV ,. all belong to conform groups, in-
dependants have tribes too. By 
declaring opposition to so-called 
status based groups, independants 
have merely delineated a bew statyus 
for themselves: G.D.I. (and proud of 
it.) "In this age of non-conformity," 
the professor went on, "we are still 
conformists by nature, whether or not 
we belong to more visible conformity 
groups." 
A case in point is the SUB. This 
example is so stale I am reluctant to 
use it; I will, only because it is 
familiar to almost everyone(It must 
be since I've heard it used in 
discussions as an example ' for 
everything from stratification to 
stereo types). Ha you stood in the 
balcony above the Great Hall, what 
would you se? Greeks sitting 
together, right? If you get past all the 
anger, you might see that there are 
many groups that sit together 
regularly. There are tribes of older 
students, football players and groups 
representing different residence 
halls. Friends eat together. 
You might point out that Greeks 
dress differently and have bizarre 
traditions. Not so differently and not 
so bizarre, to begin with But beyond 
that, independants have them too. 
Whether its jeans of slacks, functions 
or residence hall kegs (in the good old 
days), we are all conforming to the 
rules of our tribes. 
There's a word for equating bad 
and different; when applied to 
people, it's called prejudice. A lot of 
that goes on at UPS, much more 
than we admit to And it goes on from 
both the Greek side and the indepen-
dant side. None of us are clean. 
Now comes the part inarticles like 
this when the author either denoun-
ces sororities and fraternities, or 
makes Grek life look like heaven. I 
do have a personal stake in the was  
this article is taken; in shosrt, I'm 
tired of hiding the fact that I belong 
to a sorority from professors (Did you 
-know we have to do that 
sometimes?), I'm tired of being asked 
if I belong to a sorority only to have 
that person trail off "Oh, I 
see...(because they obviously don't). 
Nor am I going to get all "topchy-
feely" (as another professor describes 
that school of thought) and say, "I 
really want to know where you're 
coming from; you know, I really want 
to get into your head." The infor-
mation is there if we choose to con-
sider it. 
Instead, I'm going to make some 
suggestions which you may or may 
not like. I'm frustrated enough that  I 
don't care. We are selling ourselves 
short if we settle on belonging to 
only one tribe. There are many 
groups on this campus that have a lot 
to offer. Find out about them. That 
suggestion may particularly apply to 
Greeks, but I'm not leaving the in-
dependants out of this 
If you really want to know what 
the Greek system is all about, go 
through informal rush or open con-
tinuous bidding. Somehow it goes 
against my grain to hear people 
denounce a system when they 
haven't had a close-up look. Going 
through informal rush doesn't mean 
you have to pledge a house. And 
frankly doubt if you'll "get caught up 
in it" as the TRAIL charged last week 
(sororities and fraternities do not 
practice black magic or hypnotism 
and they do not force people to 
pledge against their will). If, After 
going through rush, you want to tell 
me I'm messed up, I'd be a hell of a 
lot more likely to listen. 
Sometimes tribes need treaties. In 
view of the historical fate of most 
treaties, that is probably a lousy way 
to say "I think this campus can hold 
together with Greeks and indepen-
dants if we get past our pride and 
dare to step off our reservations." 
Tribes need treaties 
By Betsy Campbell 
You can't 
save the 
whole world, 
but maybe 
just a 
little piece. 
Progress comes in 
inches. But even inches add 
up. A few lives here. A few 
lives there. And what the 
Peace Corps will do for your 
life is more than we can ever 
tell you. Call the Peace Corps. 
And maybe you can help get 
the world back together, a 
piece at a time. The Peace 
Corps is alive and well. 
Call toll free: 	 eace 
800-424-8580. 
 g 
OrPS 
Show your 
authority 
SHERLOCK IS COMING WATCH 
FOR CLUES 
Q 
Unclassified 
( WANTED: Ad Salesman for TRAIL 
20% commission allows opportunity 
for healthy income. Contact Megumi 
I Barberi at the Trail. Room 214, SUB 
x3278. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT STUDENT 
DISCOUNT. At the Polynesia 
Village. $50.00 off deposit plus 
reduced rental agreement period. 
Fantastic recreational facilities: in-
door swimming pool, sauna, indoor 
(basketball court, handball courts, 
exercise room boxing workout room, 
pinball, foosball, ping pong, pool 
tables, tennis courts and full time 
recreational director. Rents from 
$150.00 - co-signers accepted. 752-
7779, 6th & Pearl. 
'74 FordMaverick 2 door 6 cylinder 
one owner new tires $2650 272-
5595. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SR 56 
PROGRAMMABLE 
CALCULATOR. Like new, 3 
months old. List price $110, 
now only $65 with all ac-
cessories. 756-0821. 
UPS LAW STUDENTS Come live at 
Lively Oaks Apartments. 7 minutes 
from campus. Beautiful grounds, 
loads of recreational facilities, 
security guards and plenty to do, with 
full time recreational director 
Students get $50 off deposit. Rent 
from $155. 584-9300. Located just 
behind Thunderbird Shopping Center 
at Steilacoom Blvd and 83 Ave, SW. 
Kids and pets ok. 
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Activities calendar 
Eat drink 
and be merry. 
Potluck Dinner and Get-Together 
For all Mature Students (over the 
age of 25), Law Students and Off 
Campus Students. October 7, 6:00 
p.m., Kilworthe Chapel Basement. 
Bring your family and friends. For 
further details call Ivy Goche', ext. 
3364. 
Grab your partner 
Square Dance 
Saturday Night, October 1, A/L 
Lounge. Everyone is invited! Come 
relax and have fun! 
You are invited to attend a one-day 
leadership training workshop. The 
program will include: Working with 
Groups. Developing practical leader-
ship skills. Learning to be assertive. 
Planning programs. Solving 
problems. Saturday, October 8, 9:00-
5:00. The basement of Presidents' 
Phibbs' home. Sign-up by October 5 
in the counseling & Human 
Development Center SUB 201. 
Put in your 
2 cents 
Get down 
to business 
The first Phi Kappa Phi business 
meeting will be held Thursday, Oc-
tober 6, 1977 at 4:30 p.m. in room 134 
of the library. Come help plan the 
years events. 
Food, drink or fun 
Friday September 30-Women's studies and FSU Potluck, 
6:30 and 9 p.m., Mcl 006, 25 cents w/ ASB 
Senate nominations close 
Saturday, October 1-Football a Humboldt State 
Women's Cross Country NW Greenlake Run 
Campus Flick: The Sunshine Boys, 6:30 and 9 p.m. 
Engine House-Rainier Jazz Band 
Last day to submit applications for Russia Winterim 
Sunday, October 2-IMA Tennis Tourney 
Washington Artists Composition Show, Kittredge Gal-
lery, Preview 2-4 
Campus Flick: The Sunshine Boys, 2 p.m. 
Rod Stewart and Air Supply a Seattle Center Coliseum, 
8 p.m. 
Maynard Ferguson Orchestra a Paramount Northwest 
Monday, October 3-Last day to apply for December grad-
uation 
TRAIL Staff meeting, 6:30 p.m., SUB Lounge 
Election board meets with prospective Senate members 
Tuesday, October 4-Agape, 7:30 p.m., SUB Lounge 
Student Senate, 5:30 p.m., McCormick Room in the Lib-
ra ry 
Wednesday October 5-Graduate School Seminar, 3:30-
5 p.m., L 134 
Engine House-Dick Walker 
Thursday October 6-ASUPS Primaries 
Admissions grateful 
Memo from admissions staff: "The Admissions staff 
wishes to thank all of the departments and individuals 
who had a part in the process of bringing new students to 
the University for Fall, 1977. It is a team effort and the 
Admissions Office does not do it alone. 
"Now we can look ahead to 1978. We would like to be 
aware of prospective students either freshmen or tran-
sfers. When you know of a person who is interested in 
UPS, please call or drop a note to the Admissions Office. 
We would be happy to correspond with him or her and to 
see that appropriate materials are sent. We encourage 
prospective students to visit campus and will make 
arrangements for such visits. 
"Again, our thanks and keep up the good work!"  
Thursday, Oct. 6 is the date of the 
first Economics Students 
Organization meeting. Come to McI 
311 at 6:30 p.m. and put in your two 
cents worth 
Interview and career 
events calendar 
Monday, October 10 - Wharton School of Business, 
University of Pennsylvania will be conducting infor-
mation interviews with students interested in graduate 
study. 
Thursday, October 13 - Ernst & Ernst, CPA firm. 
Tuesday, October 18 - Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company will be interviewing for positions in sales 
management. 
Wednesday, October 19 - Peat, Marwick, Mitchell, & 
Company, CPA firm, will be interviewing for positions in 
accounting. A limited number of sign ups are available. 
Wednesday, October 19 - George Atkinson School of 
Administration, Willamette University will be conducting 
information interviews with students interested in 
graduate study. 
Thursday, October 20- Laventhol & Horwath, CPA firm, 
will be interviewing for positions in accounting. 
Friday, October 21 - Haskins & Sells, CPA firm, will be 
interviewing for positions in accounting. 
Wednesday, October 26  - Peterson, Sullivan & Co., CPA 
firm, will be interviewing recent graduates with BA's or 
MBA's in accounting. 
Come to the first 	 Women 
Studies Potluck at Frances Smith's 
House (916 North L) Friday, Septem-
ber at 6 p.m. Bring something to 
share with others: food, drink or fun 
New students 
perform 
Eight gifted young musicians, 
selected from more than fifty 
scholarship students, will have a 
chance to display their talent when 
the UPS School of Music presents its 
annual Incoming Scholarship 
Student Recital. The program offers a 
wide variety of vocal and instrumen-
tal works, and features students from 
several states, as well as from the 
Tacoma area 
This complimentary recital will be 
held on Friday, October 7, at 8:15 
p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall of the 
music building. Students, faculty, 
staff, and all friends interested in 
hearing fine music are invited to this 
free event. For further information, 
contact Robin Stovall x3253 
New York Theatre critic on 
campus next. Wednesday 
New York Theatre Critic on campus next Wednesday. 
The Department of Communication and Theatre Arts is sponsoring the visit 
of Mr. Ted Kraus, notable critic and editor/publisher of CRITICAL DIGEST. Mr. 
Kraus will meet with several theatre classes through the day and you are 
welcome to attend. The schedule (and subject matter is as follows: 
2:00 	 Inside Theatre Current Trends in Theatre 
3:00 	 Library 17 Writing Critiques (Reviewing) 
4:00 Inside Theatre London Theatre (Preparation for Winterim in Lon-
don 
Monday, October 10 - US Navy will be interviewing 
students who have completed between 10 and 27 units in 
any major for cooperative education positions in 
Management Analysis, Automatic Data Processing, and 
Supply Management. Contact Cooperative Education Of-
fice. 
Friday, October 7 - Career and Graduate School Day  -
Political Science, 12:00 -1:30, Library 134. 
Wednesday, October 12 - Resume Writing Workshop, 
3:30 - 5:00, Library 134. 
Thursday, October 13 - Career Leader Program -
History, 11:00 - 12:30, Library 134. 
Wednesday, October 19 - Job Search Strategy 
Workshop, 3:30 - 5:00, Library 134. 
Friday, October 21 - Career and Graduate School Day -
Medical Professions, 12:00 - 1:30, Library 134 
Wednesday, October 26  - Resume Writing Workshop, 
3:30 - 5 , Library 134. 
Sign -up sheets will be available on September 30 in 
the office of Academic Advising, Career Planning, and 
Placement, Library 225. These are open to seniors and 
recent graduates. 
Friday, October 21 - Career and Graduate School Day  -
Medical Professions, 12:00 - 1:30. Library 134 .  
